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Abstract
We consider a second order damped-vibration equation M x + D(")_ x + Kx = 0,
where M;D(");K are real, symmetric matrices of order n. The damping matrix
D(") is dened by D(") = Cu + C("), where Cu presents internal damping and
rank(C(")) = r, where " is dampers' viscosity.
We present an algorithm which derives a formula for the trace of the solution X
of the Lyapunov equation ATX+XA =  B; as a function " ! Tr(ZX(")), where
A = A(") is a 2n2n matrix (obtained from M;D(");K) such that the eigenvalue
problem Ay = y is equivalent with the quadratic eigenvalue problem (2M +
D(") + K)x = 0 (B and Z are suitably chosen positive semidenite matrices).
Moreover, our algorithm provides the rst and the second derivative of the function
" ! Tr(ZX(")) almost for free.
The optimal dampers' viscosity is derived as "opt = argminTr(ZX(")). If r is
small, our algorithm allows a sensibly more ecient optimization, than standard
methods based on the Bartels{Stewart's Lyapunov solver.
Key words: Damped-vibration, Lyapunov equation, optimization of dampers'
viscosities.
1 Introduction
Dangerous vibrations are a frequent practical problem. For example, in the
design of a bridge, one must pay attention to resonances of the bridge with the
wind induced oscillatory forces. For the majority of engineering applications,
resonance and sustained oscillations are not desirable because they may result
in structural damage. The way to reduce resonance is through damping.
Preprint submitted to Elsevier ScienceIn this paper we consider a particular type of the vibration system, for example
a mechanical system. The simplest type of this system is the mass spring
damper system described by
m x(t) + d_ x(t) + kx(t) = 0
x(0) = x0; _ x(0) = _ x0 ;
where m;d;k > 0 are the mass, damping and stiness coecient, respectively,
and x(t) is the displacement from the equilibrium position.
The generalization of the upper system is given by
M x + D_ x + Kx = 0; (1.1)
x(0) = x0; _ x(0) = _ x0 ;
where M;D;K (called mass, damping, stiness matrix, respectively) are real,
symmetric matrices of order n with M;K positive denite and D = Cu + C,
where Cu is positive denite and presents the internal damping which is usually
taken as 2{10 % of the critical damping (see pp. 26, 260 [11]), and C is positive
semidenite.
A very important question arises in considerations of such systems: for the
given mass and stiness determine the available dampers' viscosities so as to
insure an optimal evanescence.
For such optimization (and also for a more general one which includes opti-
mization of dampers' positions or damping in general) one can use dierent
optimization criteria (see [10]).
One of the frequently used criteria is the so-called spectral abscissa criterion,
which requires that a maximal real part of the eigenvalues k be minimal, that
is
sp := max
k
Rek = min; (1.2)
where k are the complex eigenvalues of the system


2M + D + K

x = 0; (1.3)
obtained from (1.1), simply using the substitution x(t) = etx.
Another criterion, used in [14], is given by requirement of the minimization of
the total energy of the system, that is
1 Z
0
E(t)dt = min (1.4)
The advantage of this criterion are: (i) its obvious closeness to the total en-
ergy of the vibration and (ii) its smoothness as the function of the damping
2parameters, which allows standard methods of minimization via gradient or
Hessian. Note that this last property is not shared by the spectral penalty
function (1.2). On the other hand, Veseli c in [17] and [18] has been shown
that the solution of the Lyapunov equation provides rigorous bounds to the
energy decay of a vibrating system.
Since, criterion (1.4) depends on the initial condition, the simplest way to
correct this is to take average of (1.4) over all initial states of the unit total
energy and a given frequency range. It can be shown that this average is the
trace of the solution of the corresponding Lyapunov equation.
A general algorithm for the optimization of damping does not exist. Available
algorithms optimize only viscosities of dampers, not their positions. Currently,
the two types of algorithms are in use. The rst type are the Newton-type algo-
rithms for higher-dimensional (constrained or unconstrained) problems which
use some Lyapunov solvers, and the second type are the algorithms which
explicitly calculate the trace of the solution of the corresponding Lyapunov
equation.
One algorithm of the second type was presented in [16] for the case when
Cu = 0 and the rank of the matrix C is one. Moreover, in [16] Veseli c has
given an ecient algorithm which calculates optimal ", where C = "cc, and
the optimal viscosity is given by the closed formula (see (2.19)).
A certain generalization of the result from [16] has been considered in [13]. It
comes out that the case without the internal damping (Cu = 0) with C = "cc,
where r  rank(C) > 1, is much more complicated than the case with the
internal damping, thus we will present a sort of generalization of result from
[16], with Cu 6= 0 and C = "cc, where r  rank(C) > 1. Usually, we assume
that r = 2;3;4, which is a common assumption for a high voltage power line
cable which usually contains one or two dampers with one or two degrees of
freedom. We present an algorithm which derives a formula for the trace of
the solution of the corresponding Lyapunov equation as the function of the
viscosity " of dampers. The formula provides the rst and the second derivative
of the function " ! Tr(ZX(")) almost for free.
Our algorithm needs O(r3m3) operations, where m = 2n (dimension of the
phase space), for calculating the basic quantities in our formula for the trace
and O(r2m2) operations for calculating the rst and the second derivative.
This means that if the degrees of freedom of the dampers r  n (r = 2;3), our
algorithm allows a sensibly more ecient optimization "opt = argminTr(ZX("))
(O(r3m3) + niter  O(r2m2) operations, where niter is a number of iterations)
then the standard methods based on the Bartels{Stewart's Lyapunov solver
( 30m3r2 per iteration).
We will use the following notation, matrices written in the simple Roman
3fonts, M, D or K for example will have O(n2) entries. Matrices written in the
mathematical bold fonts, A, B will have O(m2) entries, where m = 2n. And
nally, matrices written in the Blackboard bold fonts A, or D will have more
than O(m3) entries.
The paper is organized as follows. The section 2 describes the mathematical
model we will use. The section 3 contains the main result, which describes the
way how we have derived the trace of the corresponding Lyapunov equation.
In the section 4 we present our algorithms for calculating the trace of the
Lyapunov equation. In the last section we compare our algorithm with the
Newton-type algorithm from [2] based on the use of the Barthels-Stewart's
Lyapunov solver, and we present an example which shows that Newton-type
algorithms sometimes can fail, that is minimal energy obtained by our al-
gorithm is 30{50 % better than minimal energy obtained by Newton-type
algorithms.
2 Mathematical model
We consider a damped linear vibrational system described by the dierential
equation
M x + D_ x + Kx = 0 (2.5)
where M;C;K (called mass, damping, stiness matrix, respectively) are real,
symmetric matrices of order n with M;K positive denite and D = Cu +
C positive semidenite, where Cu describes the internal damping. Often the
matrix C has a small rank. An example is the so-called n-mass oscillator or
oscillator ladder (Fig. 1) where
M = diag(m1;m2;:::;mn)
K =
2
6
6 6 6 6 6 6
6 6 6 6 6
4
k0 + k1  k1
 k1 k1 + k2  k2
... ... ...
 kn 2 kn 2 + kn 1  kn 1
 kn 1 kn 1 + kn
3
7
7 7 7 7 7 7
7 7 7 7 7
5
;
D  Cu + C = Cu + "e1e
T
1 + "e3e
T
3: (2.6)
Here mi > 0 are the masses, ki > 0 the spring constants or stinesses, ei is
the i-th canonical basis vector, and " is the viscosity of the damper applied
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Fig. 1. The n-mass oscillator with two dampers
on the i-th mass. Note that all dampers have the same viscosity and that the
rank of the matrix C is two. In this paper we study the system with r equal
dampers where we assume that r  n (usually r = 2;3;4).
To (2.5) corresponds the eigenvalue problem
(
2M + D + K)x = 0: (2.7)
Obviously all eigenvalues of (2.7) lie in the left complex plane (see [12, 3.8.1]).
Note that if we use Cholesky decompositions M = LMLT
M, D = LDLT
D and
K = LKLT
K, then (2.7) can be written in equivalent form
(
2I + DED
T
E + KEK
T
E)xE = 0;
where DE = L
 1
M LD, KE = L
 1
M LK and xE = LT
Mx.
Now, using the singular value decomposition
KE  L
 1
M LK = 

T
1 ; 
T = I and 
T
11 = I
where 
 = diag(!1;:::;!n) , !1 < ::: < !n and setting
y1 = 

TxE y2 = 
T _ xE ; (2.8)
(2.5) can be written as
_ y = Ay; (2.9)
y =
2
6
4
y1
y2
3
7
5 ; A =
2
6 6 6 6 6
4
0 

 
  TDEDE
3
7 7 7 7 7
5
; (2.10)
(we are now in the 2n-dimensional phase space), with the solution
y = e
At y0 ; where y0 is the initial data: (2.11)
Note that, the numbers
!1;!2;:::;!n ; (2.12)
are the eigenvalues of the corresponding undamped system
(
2M + K)x = 0;
5and we call them eigenfrequencies of the system.
Also note that the eigenvalue problem Ay = y is equivalent to (2.7).
Now, (1.4) can be written as
y
T
0 Xy0 = min; (2.13)
where
X =
Z 1
0
e
ATt e
Atdt (2.14)
is the solution of the Lyapunov equation
A
TX + XA =  I: (2.15)
The inconvenience in criterion (2.13) is dependence on the initial data y0.
Thus, as in [14] instead of the quantity yT
0 Xy0 we are going to take its mean
value over all initial data y with the unit energy kyk2. Therefore, instead of
(2.13) we require Z
ky0k=1
y
T
0 Xy0 d = min (2.16)
where d is a chosen probability measure on the unit sphere S2n = fy0 2
R2n;ky0k = 1g. So, we minimize the average total energy over the set of the
initial conditions.
Since by the map
X 7!
Z
ky0k=1
y
T
0 Xy0 d
is given a linear functional on the space of the symmetric matrices, by Riesz
theorem there exists a symmetric matrix Z such that
X 7!
Z
ky0k=1
y
T
0 Xy0 d = Tr(ZX); for all symmetric matrices X:
Let y 2 R2n be arbitrary. Set X = yyT. Then
0 
Z
ky0k=1
y
T
0 Xy0 d = Tr(ZX) = Tr(Zyy
T) = Tr(y
TZy);
hence Z is always positive semi-denite.
For the measure  generated by the Lebesgue measure (i.e. the usual surface
measure) on R2n, we obtain Z = 1
2nI. For the convenience of the reader, we
give a sketch of the proof:
Recall,
Zij =
Z
S
yiyj (dy):
6One can easily see using Minkowski formula (see [4]) that
Zij =
Z
S
yiyj (dy) =
1
2"
lim
"!0
Z
d(y;S)  "
yiyj (dy):
Obviously, Zij = 0 for i 6= j and Zii = Zjj, for i;j 2 f1;2;:::;2ng. Since
Z11 + Z11 + :::Z2n2n = lim
"!0
1
2"
vol

y 2 R
2n : d(y;S)  "

= 1;
it follows Z = 1
2nI.
We have shown that (2.16) is equivalent to
Tr(ZX) = min : (2.17)
where Z is a symmetric positive semidenite matrix which may be normalized
to have a unit trace.
If one is interested in damping a certain part of the spectrum of the matrix A
(which is very important in applications) then the matrix Z will have a special
structure. For example, let  = 1  2  1  2, where 1 is a measure on
the frequency subspace determined by !  !max  !s generated by Lebesgue
measure, that is 1 is a measure on the frequency subspace which corresponds
to the eigenfrequencies (dened by (2.12)) !1;:::!s and 2 is Dirac measure
on the complement. Then we obtain that the corresponding matrix Z has the
form
Zs = Z =
1
2s
2
6
6 6 6 6 6 6
6
4
Is 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 Is 0
0 0 0 0
3
7
7 7 7 7 7 7
7
5
; (2.18)
where Is is the identity matrix of the dimension s which is dened by !max =
!s. Here !max = !s is critical frequency with the property that the eigenfre-
quencies from (2.12) greater then !s are not dangerous. Hence, we damp rst
s eigenfrequencies. The construction of Z from (2.18) is similar to the previous
construction of Z = 1
2nI.
In [16] a solution of the problem (2.17) has been given in the case when Cu = 0
and rank(C) = 1 . In particular,
Tr(ZX) = const +
a
"
+ b"; a;b > 0; (2.19)
which made it possible to nd the minimum explicitly by a simple formula.
The case rank(C) > 1 seems to be essentially more dicult to handle.
7Our approach here is based on the construction of the formula for the trace
Tr(ZX(")), and then minimization "opt = argminTr(ZX(")) using this for-
mula.
The most expensive part in the calculation of the quantities in our formula
is one Hesseberg reduction of a 2rm  2rm dimensional matrix, which costs
14=3(2rm)3 operations (see [3]).
Since our algorithm (as it will be shown in the next section) provides the
rst and the second derivative of the function "  Tr(ZX(")) almost for
free (O(r2m2) operations) it follows that the whole optimization process costs
14=3(2rm)3 + O(r2m2) operations.
On the other hand, algorithms of the Newton type based on the Bartels-
Stewart solver have to solve 1 + 3r + r2
2 dierent Lyapunov equations per
iteration. Here 1 stands for deriving the solution X, r for deriving the gradient
and r + r2
2 for deriving Hessian (see [2]). This means that these algorithms
need 30(1 + 3r + r2
2 ) operations per iteration, and if we have a good starting
point we need approximately 10 iterations for the Newton process. This shows
that our algorithm needs a smaller number of iterations for r  4.
Further, one can use one of the methods which do not need any derivative
of the function (for example The Golden Section Search for the minimiza-
tion of a function of one variable or the Nelder-Mead Simplex Method for the
minimization of a function of several variables). But then the number of itera-
tions is bigger. For example, the standard Matlab function fminbnd (which
is based on the Golden Section search and parabolic interpolation), with the
termination tolerance on " equal to 10 8, needs about 25 iterations (we have
to solve the Lyapunov equation 25 times). This means that our algorithm still
needs less operations for r = 2 and at the same time we obtaine much more
accurate solution.
3 The main result
As we have said in the Introduction, our aim is to derive the trace tr(ZX)
where X is the solution of the Lyapunov equation
A
TX + XA =  B; (3.1)
where Z is dened by (2.18) and B is symmetric positive semidenite.
We will assume that the internal damping is between 2{10 % of the critical
damping, that is, Cu = 
T where 0:02    0:1 (see [11]), then from
8(2.10) it follows that A can be written as
A  A0   "D =
2
6
4
0 

 
  

3
7
5   "
2
6
4
0 0
0 C0CT
0
3
7
5 : (3.2)
where
D = D0D
T
0; D0 =
2
6
4
0
C0
3
7
5 and C0 = 
T

ei1; :::; eik

; (3.3)
where eik is the ik-th canonical basis vector and r is the number of dampers.
We assume that 
 = diag(!1;:::;!n) , where !1 < ::: < !n.
Now, we proceed with solving the equation (3.1). As it is well known, Lyapunov
equation (3.1) is equivalent to ([8, Theorem 12.3.1])

I 
 (A0   "D)
T + (A0   "D)
T 
 I

 vec(X) =  vec(B); (3.4)
where L 
 T denotes the Kronecker product of L and T, and vec(B) is the
vector formed by "stacking" the columns of B into one long vector.
Further, we will need the following two m2  m2 matrices dened by
A0 = I 
 A
T
0 + A
T
0 
 I; D = I 
 D0D
T
0 + D0D
T
0 
 I: (3.5)
It is easy to show that D = DF DT
F, where
DF =

I 
 D0 D0 
 I

: (3.6)
Indeed, using [8, Proposition 12.1.2]
DFD
T
F =(Im 
 D0)(Im 
 D
T
0) + (D0 
 Im)(D
T
0 
 Im)
=Im 
 D0 D
T
0 + D0 D
T
0 
 Im :
Note that the factor DF is an m2 2rm matrix. Now, using (3.6) and (3.5) it
follows that equation (3.4) is equivalent to

A0   "DFD
T
F

 vec(X) =  vec(B): (3.7)
Note that (2.17) means that we need to nd a minimum for the function
f(") = tr(ZX(")), where
tr(ZX(")) = vec(Z)
Tvec(X) =  vec(Z)
T

A0   "DFD
T
F
 1
vec(B): (3.8)
9Using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula ([7, (2.1.4),p.51.]), the in-
verse matrix from (3.8) can be written as
(A0   "DFD
T
F)
 1 = A
 1
0 + "A
 1
0 DF

I   "D
T
FA
 1
0 DF
 1
D
T
FA
 1
0 : (3.9)
Note that A0 is non-singular (for details see [13], [15], [16], [10]). It is well
known that sometimes the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula runs into
numerical diculties. A nice example about it can be found in [5, Ex. 1, pp.
249-250]. Fortunately, in meany applications, such a \patalogical" example is
less natural (for example, if n = 200 and A0 corresponds to mechanical system
from the Figure 1, then cond(A0)  105).
For simplication we introduce the following quantities:
x0 =vec(Z)
T A
 1
0 vec(B) 2 R; (3.10)
aL =D
T
F A
 T
0 vec(Z) 2 R
2rm ; (3.11)
aR =D
T
F A
 1
0 vec(B) 2 R
2rm ; (3.12)
=D
T
FA
 1
0 DF 2 R
2rm2rm : (3.13)
Using (3.9){(3.13) equation (3.8) can be written as
tr(ZX(")) =  x0   "a
T
L(I   ")
 1aR : (3.14)
It follows that we need an ecient algorithm which will calculate the quantities
x0, aL, aR and  from (3.10){(3.13), respectively, with minimal number of
operations as it is possible.
Note that all quantities dened in (3.10){(3.13) contains the inverse matrix
A
 1
0 , which can not be derived directly. Thus, the main part of our algorithm
contains a routine which derives a vector b x = A
 1
0 b y, for a given vector b y.
The following section contains a mathematical background for the basic steps
in our algorithm.
4 Description of the algorithm
As we have mentioned in the last section we need to construct an algorithm
for deriving the vector b x = A
 1
0 b y, where x;y 2 Rm2, and A0 is dened in (3.5).
In fact b x is the solution of a linear system
A0b x = b y ; (4.1)
10which is equivalent to the Lyapunov equation
A
T
0
c X + c XA0 = c Y; (4.2)
where b x = vec(c X) , b y = vec(c Y). We will derive a general solution, that is
we will not assume any structure on c Y, because we will need this kind of the
solution in the construction of the matrix .
Since A0 has a special structure, we can solve equation (4.2) directly with
O(m2) operations, that is, we will not need to use the standard Lyapunov
solvers which need O(m3) operations (like Bartels{Stewart for example).
Let
c X =
2
6
4
c X11 c X12
c X21 c X22
3
7
5 c Y =
2
6
4
b Y11 b Y12
b Y21 b Y22
3
7
5
be the solution and the right-hand side of (4.2), respectively, where all blocks
have the same dimension n. Now using this block representations, (4.2) is
equivalent to
 
c X21   c X12
 = b Y11
(c X11   c X12)
   
c X22 = b Y12

(c X11   c X21)   c X22
 = b Y21

(c X12   c X22) + (c X21   c X22)
 = b Y22 :
(4.3)
If we denote
c X11 = (ij); c X12 = (ij); c X21 = (ij); c X22 = (ij);
then (4.3) can be written as
 !jij  !iij = (b Y11)ij
!jij  !jij  !iij = (b Y12)ij
!iij  !iij  !jij = (b Y21)ij
!iij +!jij  (!i + !j)ij = (b Y22)ij :
(4.4)
The solutions of system (4.4) are
11ij =
(b Y12)ij !i(!j   !i)   !j

((b Y11)ij + (b Y22)ij)!i + (b Y21)ij (!j   !i)

(!i + !j)

!2
i + (2   2)!i!j + !2
j

ij =
(b Y12)ij + (b Y21)ij   (b Y11)ij
!i + !j
+ ij
ij =
!j ij   !iij   (b Y12)ij
!j
ij =
 (b Y11)ij   !j ij
!i
:
(4.5)
Thus, using (4.5) it is easy to construct an algorithm which calculates the
vector b x = A
 1
0 b y, for any given vector b y.
Note that for c X(i;j), we need 32 operations which means that the whole
solution c X is obtained by O(m2) operations.
Now, we can proceed with calculating quantities x0, aL, aR and  from (3.10){
(3.13), respectively. First, note that from (3.10) it follows that for x0 we
need O(m2) operations (simple vector multiplication of the vectors vec(Z)
and A
 1
0 vec(B)).
We continue by deriving aR from (3.12). If we write vec(XR) = A
 1
0 vec(B),
then using the equality ([7, p.180])
vec(CXB
T) = (B 
 C)vec(X); (4.6)
from (3.12) it follows that
aR =
2
6
4
I 
 DT
0
DT
0 
 I
3
7
5vec(XR) =
2
6
4
vec(DT
0XR)
vec(XRD0)
3
7
5 :
This means that for aR we need additional O(rm2) operations.
The above described algorithm as the Matlab function
function [x0, aL, aR] = solljapspec(omega, d0, alpha, B, Z)
is available from the author upon request.
From (3.11) it follows that the vector aL can be obtained similarly. Note
that vec(XL) = A
 T
0 vec(Z), means that XL is the solution of the equation
A0XL + XLAT
0 = Z which can be easily obtained using a slightly modied
Algorithm 4.
12Finally, we derive  from (3.13). Since matrices DF and A
 1
0 have O(m3)
and O(m4) entries, respectively, we cannot multiply them directly, because we
cannot put them in the computer memory. Thus, we need an algorithm which
will derive the matrix  without constructing matrices DF and A
 1
0 . For that
purpose, let i, be an m  m matrix i = 1;2;:::;2mr, dened by
vec(i) = DF(:;i); i = 1;2;:::;2mr;
then
A
 1DF =

vec(X1); vec(X2); :::;vec(X2rm)

;
where Xi is the i-th solution of the corresponding Lyapunov equation
A
T
0Xi + XiA0 = i; i = 1;2;:::;2mr: (4.7)
Recall that DF is dened in (3.6) as
DF =

I 
 D0 D0 
 I

;
which means that columns DF(:;(i   1)r + 1);:::;DF(:;i  r), i = 1;:::;m,
contain n non-zero elements in rows (2i   1)n + 1;:::;2i  n. On the other
hand DF(:;k), k = r  m + 1;:::;(r + 1)m, contains n non-zero elements in
rows k +m;k +2m;:::;k +nm and DF(:;k), k = (r +1)m+1;:::;2r m,
contains n non-zero elements in rows k;k + m;:::;k + (n   1)m.
This structure of the right-hand side in (4.7) allows us to calculate the solution
Xi in O(m) operations. Using this structure and (4.5) one can easily show that
the solutions Xi, for i = 1;:::rm, contain non-zero elements only in the k-th
and the n+k-th column, where k = rem(oor((i 1)=r);n)+1. Here rem(x;y)
and oor(a) are Matlab functions, rem(x;y) is the remainder after division
and oor(x) rounds the elements of x to the nearest integers. On the other
hand, the solutions Xi, for i = rm+1;:::2rm, contain non-zero elements only
in the k-th and the n + k-th row, where k = rem(i   1;n) + 1. This means
that we can derive the matrix A 1DF in O(4rm2) operations.
Using (4.6) it follows that the i-th column of the matrix  can be derived as
(:;i) =
2
6
4
vec(DT
0Xi)
vec(XiD0)
3
7
5 ;
which will cost us the additional O(r2m2) operations. Here we assume that all
matrix multiplications DT
0Xi are done considering the special structure of the
above described matrices Xi.
The above described algorithm as the Matlab function
13function [Delta ] = caldelt(omega, d0, alpha, Z, B, n, m, r)
is available from the author upon request.
Finally, for deriving the function tr(ZX(")) from (3.14) we have to derive
aT
L(I  ") 1aR. For this purpose we derive the upper Hessenberg form of the
matrix , that is
 = UsHsU
T
s
which together with (3.14) gives
tr(ZX(")) =  x0   "b
T
L(I   "Hs)
 1bR ; (4.8)
where bR = UT
s aR and bL = UT
s aL. This is the most expensive part of our
Algorithm and costs us (see [3]) 112
3 r3m3 + O(r2m2).
Now from (4.8) it follows that for any given " > 0 a value of the function
tr(ZX(")) is obtained by solving the linear system (I   "Hs) 1bR with the
upper Hessenberg matrix which can be done in O(r2m2) operations.
This means that we can evaluate the function tr(ZX(")) at a certain number
of points with additional O(r2m2) operations.
Further, we will show how one can easily nd the rst and the second derivative
of the function f(") = tr(ZX(")) from (4.8). If we write
gR(") = (I   "Hs)
 1bR ; wR(") = (I   "Hs)
 1(Hs gR(")); (4.9)
the rst and the second derivative, respectively, are given by
f
0(")= b
T
L gR(")   "b
T
L wR("); (4.10)
f
00(")= 2b
T
LwR(")   2"b
T
L (I   "Hs)
 1 (Hs wR(")): (4.11)
Note that vectors gR("), wR(") from (4.9) and the derivatives (4.10) and (4.11)
are obtained by solving the linear systems with the same upper Hessenberg
matrix (I   "Hs) which can be done in O(r2m2) operations.
For the optimization method we will use the Newton method for solving
f0(") = 0, with the starting point close to zero which comes out as reasonable
choice due to properties of the function f(") (for details see [13]). Unfortu-
nately, the choice of the starting point is still an open question, but for our
problem it is not of great importance, because this part of our program is not
expensive, so we can try two or three dierent starting points.
For example, one possible choice for the starting point is "0 = (
Pn
i !i)=n. This
choice is connected with a global minimum for the optimization problem in
the case when the damping matrix C0 from (3.3) is non-singular (r = n, that
14is, the number of dampers is equal to the dimension of the problem, for more
details see [10], [2]).
5 Comparison
In this section we compare our algorithm with the one presented in [2]. As it
has been said in the Introduction, in [2] has been presented the Newton-type
algorithm based on the usage of the Lyapunov solvers (Bartels-Stewart) for a
higher dimensional minimization problem.
As it was described in the last section, our algorithm costs 37:33r3m3 +
O(r2m2) operations, while the standard routines of the Newton type based
on Bartels-Stewart solver (see [2]) has to solve a (3r + r2)=2 + 1 Lyapunov
equation in one iteration, that is, 30((3r + r2)=2 + 1)m3 operations without
calculating the starting point (additional O(m3) operations). This means that
for r = 2 with the assumption that the algorithm from [2] needs 7 iterations
for convergence (which is true in most of the cases, but in general the num-
ber of iterations varies between 5 40) our algorithm needs three times fewer
operations, for r = 3 our algorithm needs one third operations fewer and for
r = 4 the both algorithms have a similar number of operation (precisely our
algorithm has 3.4 % more operations) .
In the case when r > 4 the matrix  dened in (3.13) is too big to handle
which makes our algorithm inapplicable.
As the rst example we consider the following family of the optimization
problems: Let
A  A0   "D =
2
6
4
0 

 
  

3
7
5   "
2
6
4
0 0
0 C0CT
0
3
7
5 ;
be a matrix as in (3.2). We generate a dierent "damping matrices"
C0 = 
T

ei1; :::; eik

;
for a dierent choice of ik, here  is a randomly chosen orthogonal matrix.
We have to optimize
Tr(ZX(")) = min;
as a function of ", where Z is a symmetric positive semidenite matrix dened
by (2.18) (we have used s = 20), and X is a solution of the Lyapunov equation
A
TX + XA =  I:
15Both algorithms are written in Matlab, and they are not optimized for usage,
but as an illustration we point out that in case with r = 2 our algorithm
is faster between 2 and 30 times (this depends on the number of iterations
needed in the algorithm from [2]), while for r = 3 our algorithm is faster
between 1:2 and 8 times. For this class of problems we use the starting point
"0 = 1=(n
P
i !i).
We perform optimization of the trace Tr(ZX(")), 50 times for n = 100 (m =
200) and 50 times for n = 150 (m = 300), with r = 2 and r = 3. In most of
the cases our algorithm and the algorithm from [2] obtain a similar minimal
value for the trace. Precisely, in 90 % of our experiments the algorithm from
[2] obtains between 1 { 5 % smaller minimal traces, but in 10 % we obtain
better minimal traces (between 1 { 30 %).
As the second example we consider the following family of the optimiza-
tion problems: Let M = 10  In be the mass matrix and let K = 2In  
diag(diag(In 1));1)   diag(diag(In 1)); 1) be the stiness matrix, with n =
100. Further, let D = Cu+"(eieT
i +ejeT
j ), be a damping matrix with i = 1 : 20
and j = i+1 : 30. This means that we optimize the trace (4.8) for 390 dier-
ent positions with two dampers. The obtained results are similar to the results
from the rst optimizations. The trace obtained by our algorithm (here for the
starting point we used "0 =
P
i !i=n) is between 1 { 3 % larger than the trace
obtained by the algorithm from [2], while the number of operations needed
for algorithm from [2] is between 5 and 10 times larger than the number of
operations needed for our algorithm.
Finally, if we take diagonal matrix M = diag(1;3;5;:::;m) with the same K
and Cu, as in the above optimization problem, then for a certain position of
dampers we obtain 30 { 50 % better minimal trace. But if we take viscosity
obtained by our algorithm as the starting point for the algorithm from [2], then
this algorithm attains 1 { 3 % better minimal trace. Taking all of this into
consideration, we can draw a conclusion that our algorithm can be used for
many dierent problems, such as optimization of dampers' viscosity for a small
number of equal dampers, or deriving the starting point for the Newton-type
algorithms based on the use of Lyapunov solvers.
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